
bookmarks & the writer, “Stephen Wayne” (who?) 
When I received my contributor copies of Chicken Soup for the Father & Son Soul—

which included my first ever piece to be published in a book, The Power of a Son's Kiss, I  
wanted to do something extra special for those I'd eventually give a book. After all, I figured 
that my being published in such an acclaimed and popular series was a once in a lifetime 
experience. I wanted to make it special. It was my daughter, Tracy, who came up with idea of a 
commemorative bookmark. 

Who knew more books would follow, and with them, some more bookmarks! 

By the way, notice the name “Stephen Wayne” on the first bookmark (top-left)?        
Fictitious, of course. This “writer” had a few more pieces published under his bogus name—a 
name that would cease to exist by the time my second piece was published in a book. (See page 
#2 for why “Mr. Wayne” even existed—if but for a short while) 



and a few more, just because... 

a last word on bookmarks:  

 Anyone who received a book from me would additionally received several bookmarks to 
give away. The idea was, like Karen and me, to bring along a few bookmarks when traveling and 
then to leave a few behind when visiting bookstores—usually in the appropriate book or close 
by! It’s always a thrill when I hear from someone who found one of these specially placed  
bookmarks who then read the piece—whether in the book, on Facebook, here or elsewhere. 
Very cool!  

 To this day, Karen and I still carry assorted bookmarks whenever traveling.  

 

and a little bit more on this “Stephen Wayne” character:  

 I once wrote a book with a friend of mine-Wayne, and together, we each became one 
half of the fictitious writer, Stephen Wayne. (For a little more info on this, please read But 
you were just a cop on my "in books" page).  

 

 

Wayne and me, in my old pop up camper, in Maine, working 
on the book—and drinking a little beer. Look closely and you 
can see the old portable typewriter on the table in front of 
me. Today, of course, that would be my trusty laptop, but 
this was more years ago than I care to mention! 

 

    (next page, a “Stephen Wayne” look back & update) 

 

 

 



so what became of this bogus writer... 

 Years later and when we were talking about writing together again, Wayne wrote a piece 
about the approaching summer season entitled: The Coming Storm. I tweaked what he’d     
written—now specifically for Delaware-Maryland-Virginia readers. (Karen and I had recently 
bought a second home in West Ocean City, MD). I submitted the piece to a regional Delmarva 
magazine under our combined names, and not long afterwards, we discovered that our fictitious 
contributor had suddenly become a paid and published freelance writer.  

 Around this same time I was already writing on my own, and for a while, I submitted my 
work as Mr. Wayne—not ready do so under my own name After a couple of these pieces        
appeared in a local parenting publication, the editor suggested that it was time for me to start 
publishing my work under my own name, (bless you, Mary). I did so in every piece published 
from that day forward.  

 

A recent photo of me & Wayne, taken at a my    
“Book Barbecue, Read & Giveaway,” celebrating 
my 15th piece published in a book (and my    
daughter, Tracy’s first!) 

a few early “Stephen Wayne” pieces: 




